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ABSTRACT: We investigated the ability of three planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes in the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) Model to simulate boundary layer turbulence in the “gray zone” (i.e., resolutions from 100 m to 1 km).
The three schemes chosen are the well-established MYNN PBL scheme and the two newest PBL schemes added to WRF: the
three-dimensional scale-adaptive turbulent kinetic energy scheme (SMS-3DTKE) and the E–« parameterization scheme
(EEPS). The SMS-3DTKE scheme is designed to be scale aware and avoid the double counting of TKE in simulations within
the gray zone. We evaluated their performance using aircraft measurements obtained during three research flights immediately
downwind of Manhattan, New York City, New York. The MYNN PBL scheme simulates TKE best, despite not being scale
aware and slightly underestimating TKE from observations, whereas the SMS-3DTKE scheme appears to be overly scale
aware for the three flights examined, in particular, when combined with the MM5 surface layer scheme. The EEPS scheme sig-
nificantly underestimates TKE, mostly in the elevated layers of the boundary layer. In addition, we examined the impact of
flow over tall buildings on observed TKE and found that only the windiest day showed a significant increase in TKE directly
downwind of Manhattan. This impact was not reproduced by any of the model configurations, regardless of the land-use data
selected, although the better resolved National Land Cover Database (NLCD) land use led to a slight improvement of the spa-
tial distribution of TKE, implying that more explicit representation of the impact of tall buildings may be needed to fully cap-
ture their impact on boundary layer turbulence.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Because the majority of the world’s population lives in cities, it is important to
accurately simulate the atmosphere above and around these cities including the turbulence caused by tall buildings.
This turbulence can significantly impact the mixing and dilution of air pollutants and other toxins in highly populated
urban environments. The scale of cities often falls into what is known as the “gray zone” for turbulence modeling,
which has been analyzed theoretically before but rarely in varied real-world conditions. Our analysis around New York
City, New York, suggests that model turbulence schemes can match observations relatively well even at gray zone
scales, although newer schemes require refinement, and all schemes tend to underestimate turbulence downwind of tall
buildings.

KEYWORDS: Turbulence; Aircraft observations; Model evaluation/performance; Numerical weather prediction/forecasting

1. Introduction

Continued advances in computing power have allowed weather
prediction models to steadily increase the resolution at which
they run weather and air quality simulations. These advances
have allowed mesoscale weather models and some climate mod-
els to run with resolutions nearing the scales relevant to cities and
pollutant exposure spatial variability. There is increasing interest
in urban greenhouse gas emissions estimation (Lauvaux et al.
2020; Lopez-Coto et al. 2020a; Yadav et al. 2021; Pitt et al. 2022),
as well as environmental justice issues related to differential

exposures to various pollutants (Banzhaf et al. 2019; Gardner-
Frolick et al. 2022). Understanding such exposures requires high-
resolution models for urban environments (Demetillo et al. 2021).
Unfortunately, as model resolution shrinks to scales more appro-
priate for major urban centers, the physics for modeling turbulent
eddies enters what is known as the “terra incognita” or “gray
zone.” In this gray zone, neither traditional mesoscale models nor
large-eddy simulations (LES), the two traditional means of
modeling turbulence, are fully appropriate (de Roode et al. 2019;
Senel et al. 2020; Honnert et al. 2020, 2021; Juliano et al. 2022). In
traditional mesoscale modeling, with model grid spacing greater
than 1 km, PBL schemes parameterize the turbulence from ed-
dies when calculating vertical mixing, using the assumption that
most or all energy-containing turbulence is too small to be re-
solved given the grid spacing. Conversely, models with grid spac-
ing below 100 m often use LES, working under the assumption
that most or all eddies can be resolved by that smaller spacing
(Giometto et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017; Yoshida et al. 2018; Kim et al.
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2023). As such, mesoscale PBL parameterizations may start dou-
ble counting some turbulence as models enter the gray zone from
the larger scales, while LES models will undercount turbulence at
grid spacings above the typical LES resolutions of 100 m. As
most turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) results from eddies ranging
in size from 200 m to 5 km (Honnert et al. 2020), a lack of an ac-
curate means for calculating TKE between 100 m and 1 km repre-
sents a significant potential shortcoming in modeling of TKE and
related quantities.

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model is de-
signed to run at a large range of model grid resolutions and in-
cludes many options for modeling the PBL ranging from
mesoscale parameterizations to LES schemes (Skamarock et al.
2019). This work aims to evaluate two of the newest PBL
schemes in WRF, one of which is explicitly designed to bridge
the gray zone issue. To evaluate these schemes, we utilized TKE
measurements from three research flights over New York City
(NYC), New York, performed with the Airborne Laboratory
for Atmospheric Research (ALAR; Garman et al. 2006, 2008).
We then simulated the data from those flight days with WRF us-
ing the three different PBL schemes: Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–
Niino (MYNN; Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2006; Olson and Brown
2009; Olson et al. 2019), a well-established and commonly used
PBL scheme; the three-dimensional scale-adaptive turbulent ki-
netic energy scheme (SMS-3DTKE; Zhang et al. 2018; Wyngaard
2004), new to WRF 4.2 and designed to be scale aware, that is, re-
ducing the amount of parameterized TKE as the scale decreases
and more TKE is resolved; and the E–« parameterization scheme
(EEPS; Zhang et al. 2020), the newest PBL scheme, introduced in
WRF 4.3. Because the focus here is to better understand the per-
formance of these PBL schemes in the gray zone, we purposely
did not add an urban canopy model (UCM) that could alter the
behavior of the schemes (Lee et al. 2011; Teixeira et al. 2019;
Lopez-Coto et al. 2020b). Instead, we experimented with different
surface layer options and land-use representation. We then com-
pared simulated TKE with that calculated from our flights’ high-
frequency wind data. This comparison was made for the full flight
durations, as well as for the transects portion just immediately
downwind of the (borough of) Manhattan skyline. Because these
flights are low-altitude and through the middle of the greater
NYC area, they are very well suited to capture the impacts of
dense urban environments on turbulence and vertical mixing and
yield better understanding of the performance of the modeling
tools currently available.

Projects such as this that aim to compare modeled TKE to ob-
servations with a focus on gray zone resolutions in urban-
influenced turbulence is relatively uncommon. To our knowledge,
the use of aircraft-based TKE observations is unique. Section 2 of
this paper details the aircraft instrumentation used to obtain high-
frequency wind data and summarizes the flights used in this ex-
periment. Section 3 outlines the WRF v4.3 setups that we use for
our simulations. Section 4 then presents the results of our simula-
tions in four subsections: section 4a, “simulation of meteorology,”
provides meteorological context; section 4b, “TKE as a function
of horizontal resolution,” to understand the specifics of the gray
zone impacts in each model looking at locations along the flight
path and as domain average vertical profiles of TKE and eddy dif-
fusivity; section 4c, “TKE partition,” to quantify the simulated

TKE partitions; and section 4d, “simulating Manhattan TKE” to
understand the spatial distribution and the impacts of the build-
ing-induced turbulence. Last, section 5 summarizes the main re-
sults and conclusions obtained.

2. TKE from observations

For this study, we calculated TKE data based on high-
frequency three-dimensional wind velocity observations ob-
tained using a turbulence probe from Purdue University’s
ALAR. ALAR is a Beechcraft Duchess research aircraft, flown
and maintained by Purdue University in the experimental cate-
gory, allowing for streamlined modifications of the class of in-
struments contained in ALAR at any time. The nose-mounted
“best air turbulence” (BAT) probe uses nine pressure ports situ-
ated around a carbon-fiber dome to measure differential pres-
sures during flight operations. These measurements, combined
with the aircraft’s inertial navigation and global positioning sys-
tems (INS/GPS), enable calculation of 3D wind velocity data rel-
ative to the ground and adjusted for the aircraft’s sideslip and
attack angle in all three component directions at roughly 50 Hz
(Hacker and Crawford 1999; Garman et al. 2006, 2008). Specifi-
cally, the BAT probe combines measurements from nine pres-
sure inlets and one sensor positioned around the dome end of
the probe with data from the INS/GPS measurements using a
potential flow model and a calibrated lookup table to then calcu-
late the three wind speed components. This process removes any
dependency on the heading of the aircraft. The probe is posi-
tioned at the nose of the aircraft to both limit the effect of the
aircraft body flexing during flight and the upwash effect from the
wings, though an upwash correction model is still necessary as
nonnegligible upwash still occurs when lift is changing (Garman
et al. 2006, 2008). The bulk of the data used in this study are
taken from relatively level transects over the Hudson River, min-
imizing the effect of changing lift and upwash on our analysis.

We combine the wind data into TKE using Eq. (1), combin-
ing the variances [i.e., average (overbar) of the squares of the
velocity component perturbations] of each directional compo-
nent of the winds (u, y , w):

TKE 5
1
2
(u′2 1 y ′2 1 w′2 ): (1)

Because we wish to capture turbulence through gray zone scales
(from 100 m to 1 km) and slightly above, we aggregate our
50-Hz wind data in 60-s intervals. This time interval allows our
calculated TKE to capture eddies up to 4 km in size based on
the typical speed of the aircraft, which is usually 60–70 m s21.
This 4-km size maximum allows us to capture TKE from our ob-
served wind data well past the spectral energy density maximum
around 1 km, meaning we should be capturing all size scales of
turbulent eddies. Using shorter time intervals (and thus a smaller
sampling length scale) would mean we fail to capture the full tur-
bulence energy spectrum, resulting in underestimated TKE.
Conversely, using longer time intervals would sample both tur-
bulent motion and spatial variability induced by differences in
the larger-scale winds, and the derived TKE would be overesti-
mated. For thoroughness, however, we tested the sensitivity of
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our TKE calculations to the time interval. While there is a no-
ticeable increase in TKE going from 10-s intervals to 30-s inter-
vals due to the undersampling of the energy spectra at 10 s, the
increase in TKE from 30 to 60 s is comparatively small, indicat-
ing that the full energy turbulence spectrum is likely well cap-
tured with our choice of 60-s intervals.

For this study, we examine TKE from three flights selected
from a collection of nine ALAR flights conducted over NYC
(Pitt et al. 2022; Hajny et al. 2022). These three flights were
chosen because they are the only flights that contain multiple
transits directly over the Hudson River with easterly winds,
effectively capturing the impact of the tall buildings of Man-
hattan on TKE. The three flights took place on 9 November
2018 (RF1), 1 March 2019 (RF2), and 27 March 2019 (RF4),
with each occurring in local afternoon. RF1 and RF2 were
both on cloudy days with precipitation outside the flight win-
dows, because NYC was between a low pressure system over
the southern Appalachians and a high pressure offshore of
Massachusetts each day. RF4 was on a moderately cloudy
day, with a high pressure ridge over much of the mid-Atlantic
region. Figure 1 shows each of the three flight paths, with the
color of each point showing the 1-min TKE values. Wind vec-
tors are also attached to every third point to display the direc-
tion and relative speed of the winds each day.

3. WRF simulations

We use the WRF Model, version 4.3 (Skamarock et al.
2019), to simulate the atmosphere on each of our flight days.
Our four nested domains (Fig. 2) have resolutions ranging
from 9 km in the outermost domain to 333 m in the innermost
domain, decreasing by a factor of 3 in each domain, and our
simulations represent 72 h of real time. The two innermost
domains thus operate on resolutions within the gray zone,
that is, below 1 km but above 100 m, with the innermost do-
main focused on the five boroughs of NYC. Our initial and
boundary conditions for each WRF simulation come from the
North American Mesoscale (NAM) 12-km analysis (NCEP/
NWS/NOAA/U.S. Department of Commerce 2015) at 6-h
intervals.

To streamline the calculation of resolved TKE from the
model simulations, we also apply the velocity variance (VEL-
VAR) diagnostic module (Lopez-Coto et al. 2020c) to our
two innermost gray-zone-scale domains. This module com-
putes the 3D velocity variances and mean winds at each grid
cell during the model run between fixed time intervals. We
chose a 15-min interval for the calculation to allow for turbu-
lent eddies up to several kilometers in size to fully pass over
any given grid point, at the mean simulated mesoscale wind
speeds for our three flight days. This interval ensures that
both our BAT probe data and WRF output are processed to
include turbulence from eddies up to the same size.

Our model simulations vary in choice of land-use datasets,
the surface layer physics schemes, and the PBL schemes. The

FIG. 1. Flight paths for the three ALAR flights analyzed in this paper. Color corresponds to the calculated 1-min TKE values along
each flight path. Wind vectors (blue) show wind speed and direction, with wind vector length proportional across all three panels}the
maximum 1-min wind speed among the three flights is 13.6 m s21 in RF1; average wind speeds per flight are approximately 9 m s21 in
RF1 and approximately 4 m s21 in both RF2 and RF4. The urban area is shown in gray, with the five boroughs of New York City shown
in dark gray. The large, dashed circle at the top of each map at the north end of the Hudson River transects represents the location of the
spiral vertical profile of ALAR for each flight.

FIG. 2. Map of the four domains used in our WRF simulations,
with the innermost domain covering the area under study, New
York City. The outermost domain (full map) has a horizontal reso-
lution of 9 km, the second domain (d02; white) is at 3 km, the third
domain (d03; purple) is at 1 km, and the innermost domain (d04;
blue) is at 333 m.
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two land-use datasets we consider are the MODIS dataset
(Friedl et al. 2002, 2010), which is the current WRF default,
and the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) 2016 (Yang
et al. 2018; Jin et al. 2019). The two surface layer physics
schemes we consider are the Revised Fifth-Generation Meso-
scale Model (MM5) surface layer scheme [with updates from
Jiménez et al. (2012) and Fairall et al. (2003)] and the MYNN
surface layer scheme (Nakanishi and Niino 2006). Last, the
three PBL schemes we consider are MYNN (Nakanishi and
Niino 2006; Olson et al. 2019), SMS-3DTKE (Zhang et al.
2018; Wyngaard 2004), and EEPS (Zhang et al. 2020).

The first PBL scheme we examine is the MYNN–eddy dif-
fusivity/mass flux (EDMF) level-2.5 scheme. The foundation
of the scheme comes from a second-order turbulence closure
model (Mellor and Yamada 1982) with major improvements
being made based on analysis with LES (Nakanish 2001;
Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2006). Specifically, the LES analy-
ses informed the improvement of buoyancy-pressure effects
in the PBL and the definition of the master length scale, as
well as the slight altering of closure coefficients for better per-
formance. The implementation of MYNN in the most recent
versions of WRF also includes further length scale refine-
ments, including the addition of a scale-aware mixing length
(Ito et al. 2015) and the addition of an eddy mass-flux option
to this scheme that provides some nonlocal characteristics
(Olson et al. 2019; Angevine et al. 2020). The scale-aware
mixing length makes the eddy-diffusivity component of the
MYNN partially scale adaptive with respect to the model res-
olution (Olson et al. 2019). While there are other versions of
the MYNN scheme available in WRF, we apply the com-
monly used level-2.5 MYNN scheme for our simulations.

The second PBL scheme we examine is the SMS-3DTKE
scheme (Zhang et al. 2018). This scheme combines the hori-
zontal and vertical subgrid turbulent mixing into a single ener-
getically consistent framework and uses a partition function
based on a dynamically calculated vertical master mixing
length to smoothly transition between explicit LES scales and
traditional mesoscale PBL scales. This combination eliminates
the separation of vertical 1D PBL scheme equations and hori-
zontal 2D mixing, creating a unified 3D set of equations, and
provides scale awareness to the scheme. The partition func-
tion is based on previous LES analysis (Honnert et al. 2011)
determining the ratio of resolved versus parameterized TKE
that should exist over a range of grid scales spanning the gray
zone. This scheme thus produces scale-aware TKE output by
reducing the amount of subgrid TKE for simulations with
small grid resolutions, as these also produce resolved TKE,
ideally keeping total TKE relatively constant across a range
of domains.

The third PBL scheme we examine is EEPS (Zhang et al.
2020). Unlike the SMS-3DTKE scheme, EEPS was not de-
signed to bridge the gray zone [the smallest grid resolution
used in the introductory Zhang et al. (2020) paper was 3 km].
We include EEPS in our analysis because of its recent addi-
tion to WRF in version 4.3 and its novelty regarding the tur-
bulence dissipation rate formulation. EEPS differs from
MYNN and many other E-l PBL schemes by using a prognos-
tic equation for the dissipation term « instead of a diagnostic

equation based on the length scale l. This difference allows
the scheme to more directly calculate many PBL processes
and features, with EEPS performing particularly well in un-
stable atmospheric conditions (Zhang et al. 2020). We have
tested both the version of EEPS included in the WRF v4.3
package and an updated version of the EEPS code we re-
ceived from the developers of that PBL scheme. Our results
are insensitive to the version of the EEPS scheme used.

Each parameterization provides a diagnostic of the PBL
height, which we use when comparing modeled PBL height to
that derived from the aircraft vertical profiles. MYNN uses a
hybrid method that blends a uy-based definition in the
neutral/convective boundary layer and a TKE-based defini-
tion in stable conditions. EEPS uses a method based on the
bulk Richardson number, and the 3DTKE scheme uses a
u-based definition.

We consider two different land surface datasets to address
concerns about the representation of NYC urban surface
characteristics and their effect on turbulence. The default
land-use classification used in WRF comes from MODIS. In
MODIS, only one of the 21 land surface categories represents
urban land cover, creating a relatively homogeneous surface
for most of the NYC metropolitan area. Conversely, NLCD
includes 4 different urban categories (of 40 available in the
WRF implementation) each with different values for proper-
ties such as areal fractional coverage of green vegetation, al-
bedo, and effective roughness length. The maximum surface
roughness length value for the highest-urbanized category in
NLCD (z0 5 2.0 m) is 4 times the single urban surface rough-
ness value in MODIS (z0 5 0.5 m). The native resolution of
NLCD is a much finer resolution than MODIS, that is, 30 m
versus 500 m. Figure 3 shows how the land surface data ap-
pear in our innermost model domain, both gridded at 333-m
resolution. In theory, NLCD thus allows for a more accurate
representation of NYC, particularly with so many very tall
buildings in Manhattan. We considered both MODIS and
NLCD in this analysis to examine how the finer land surface
representation affects TKE calculations.

In summary, this work includes 36 different simulations, or
12 for each of the three flight days (one in November 2018
and two in March 2019). These 12 represent three PBL
schemes (MYNN, 3DTKE, and EEPS), two land-use datasets
(MODIS and NLCD), and two surface layer physics schemes
(MM5 and MYNN). For each flight day, we will label these
configurations as 01–12, as defined in Table 1 below.

4. Results

a. Simulation of meteorological conditions

We first examine how well each of the 36 model simulations
recreates the basic meteorology of each flight day. ALAR in-
cludes instruments that measure temperature and humidity in
addition to the wind data from the BAT probe. We can also
infer the height of the planetary boundary layer as the bottom
of an elevated temperature inversion (Seidel et al. 2010)
though these inferences could only be made once or twice per
flight when ALAR performs vertical profiles.
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FIG. 3. Maps of the land surface categories in (top) MODIS (native 500-m resolution) and (bottom) NLCD (native 30-m reso-
lution) for the innermost WRF domain in our analysis (both gridded and plotted at 333-m resolution). Light blue is water; dark
blue is wetlands; greens are forested area; and reds are urban area, with the dark red being highly developed urban area in
NLCD.
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Figure 4 shows these four meteorological comparisons}
temperature, humidity, and wind speed at the aircraft’s exact
position, as well as PBL height}using boxplots to summarize
each WRF simulation in the innermost domain along the
ALAR flight track for each respective flight time. Overall, all
WRF simulations produce results that largely match the observa-
tions from ALAR for each flight, although there are some nota-
ble exceptions. Most differences between model configurations
occur with wind speed, often with the SMS-3DTKE scheme for
RF1 and RF4 but also with the EEPS scheme for RF2. There is
also some variability in water vapor for the 3DTKE scheme. The
3DTKE scheme produces lower wind speeds than observed for
RF1 when paired with the MM5 surface layer scheme (configura-
tions RF1-05 and RF1-08; Figs. 4f,j) and produces faster winds
speeds in three RF4 cases (all except RF4-02; Fig. 4b) as well as
for RF2-05. The 3DTKE scheme also occasionally produces drier
air than observed, again when paired with the MM5 surface layer
scheme, though this dryness is not consistent across the simulated
flights (RF1-05, RF2-05, and RF1-08; Figs. 4g,k). It is also impor-
tant to note that the observed potential temperature data here
have been corrected to account for a known bias of roughly
3.5 K in the fast ultrasensitive temperature probe installed on the
underside of the BAT probe on ALAR (Salmon et al. 2017).

A moderate match exists between observed and simulated
PBL height (Fig. 4, fourth column), especially for RF1 and RF2.
In WRF, the PBL height is calculated within each PBL scheme
as described in the previous section. The main reason for the
larger discrepancies observed in RF4 seems to be because these
ALAR-based vertical profiles occurred at the northernmost
points of each flight path (see Fig. 1), making these vertical pro-
files not necessarily representative of the PBL height for the en-
tirety of each flight. The potentially nonrepresentative effect of
this placement is made particularly clear in RF4, where the flight
path through the WRF simulation often takes the virtual aircraft
through two noticeably distinct air masses (not the case for RF1
and RF2)}one with a lower PBL height of 400–600 m and one
with a greater PBL height of 1000–1200 m. The latter air mass
exists over the inland area of our domain while the former air
mass exists over water and coastal land. The split in PBL heights
from these two air masses is reproduced by MYNN and EEPS
for all configurations but fails to appear for 3 of 4 configurations
using the 3DTKE scheme (RF4-05, RF4-08, and RF4-11). In

addition, when the 3DTKE PBL scheme produces a single, no-
ticeably larger PBL height than the other schemes that show the
split, it does so in the simulations in which it also overpredicts
wind speeds. With that said, only the 3DTKE scheme simulates
the observed RF4 PBL height within the range of its data, which
it does in all RF4 simulations, while the other two PBL schemes
produce PBL-height values lower than the observed values,
even as they simulate two air masses with noticeably different
PBL thicknesses.

b. TKE as a function of horizontal resolution

Figure 5 shows boxplots of the TKE calculated from ALAR’s
BAT probe wind data compared to the total TKE from our
WRF simulations along each flight track for all four domains
from each simulation, limited to the extent of the innermost do-
main (i.e., to see the impact of coarser resolution on the results).
Total TKE from WRF is calculated as the subgrid TKE deter-
mined by the PBL schemes (Fig. 6) plus the resolved TKE based
on WRF-simulated winds for the domains where the VELVAR
module is active. The MYNN PBL scheme simulated TKE val-
ues generally agree the best with the observed TKE, while the
EEPS PBL scheme consistently underestimates total TKE. The
3DTKE PBL scheme varies, often producing similar results to
the MYNN PBL scheme, but also significantly overestimating
TKE in some simulations where it also overestimates wind speed
and PBL height. It similarly produces too high TKE in the outer-
most domain in the RF4 simulation when using MODIS land-
use and the MYNN surface scheme (Fig. 5a).

Figure 5 also illustrates the scale awareness (or lack thereof)
for each of the three PBL schemes. Neither the MYNN scheme
nor the EEPS scheme is designed to be scale aware for TKE cal-
culations, although the modified mixing length scale in the recent
version of MYNN should give it some scale awareness, as men-
tioned in section 3.A lack of programmed scale awarenessmeans
that we expect that the calculated subgrid TKE should remain
roughly constant across all four resolutions while resolved TKE
from simulated winds will grow as grid resolution shrinks due to
the smaller grid size being able to explicitly resolve smaller turbu-
lent eddies. We see this clearly in Fig. 5, with TKE from the
333-m domain often having the highest mean, median, and inter-
quartile range (IQR) within each MYNN and EEPS grouping,
usually having increased consistently from the 3-km domain. In

TABLE 1. Description of model configurations.

Configuration No. PBL scheme Land-use dataset Surface layer scheme

01 MYNN-EDMF MODIS MYNN
02 SMS-3DTKE MODIS MYNN
03 EEPS MODIS MYNN
04 MYNN-EDMF MODIS MM5
05 SMS-3DTKE MODIS MM5
06 EEPS MODIS MM5
07 MYNN-EDMF NLCD MM5
08 SMS-3DTKE NLCD MM5
09 EEPS NLCD MM5
10 MYNN-EDMF NLCD MYNN
11 SMS-3DTKE NLCD MYNN
12 EEPS NLCD MYNN
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some cases, however, especially with EEPS, the highest or second
highest TKEoccurs for the coarsest 9-km resolution.

The SMS-3DTKE scheme is designed to be scale aware, mean-
ing it should reduce subgrid TKE as the resolved TKE grows in
smaller-resolution domains, leaving the total to be roughly cons-
tant. While this goal of constant TKE is largely realized for the
MODIS-MYNNsurface configuration (Fig. 5a), there is a large ex-
ception for configuration 02 in the outermost domain of RF4 pro-
ducing oddly high TKE. Then, for all other surface configurations,
we clearly see that the d01–d04 means, medians, and IQRs among
the three sets of 3DTKE results are trending downward for eight
of the other nine model simulations (configurations 05, 08, and 11
for the three flight days). In four of those eight simulations, the er-
roneous trend derives from the overestimated TKE in the coarser
domains as the simulated TKE from the 333-m domain generally
best matches that from observed winds. In the other four simula-
tions, the 9-km domain has TKE closest to observed, although the

decreasing TKE with increasing resolution remains within the
range of observations. This trend suggests that the equations gov-
erning the scale-aware representation in the 3DKTE scheme
might be tuned slightly too aggressively for the conditions of these
three flight days, with subgrid TKE (Fig. 6) also being too high in
themesoscale domains for half of the 3DTKE simulations. That is,
while the 3DTKE scheme directly includes equations that account
for grid resolution by explicitly reducing subgrid TKE while re-
solved TKE increases, these equations are reducing subgrid TKE
far faster than resolved TKE is increasing as grid size gets smaller.
The total TKE in our 333-m domains for several 3DTKE simula-
tions approximately matches observed TKE only because the
3DTKE scheme is providing far too much subgrid TKE in the
coarser domains and then scaling that subgrid TKE down very
strongly. This result might indicate that the resolution dependency
used in the partition function is being overemphasized in the cur-
rent implementation of the function.

FIG. 4. Box-and-whisker plots of various meteorological comparisons between ALAR flights and WRF simulations (333-m-resolution
domain): (left) potential temperature relative to standard at ground level, (left center) wind speed, (right center) humidity, and (right)
PBL height. In RF4 model simulations aside from three of the four 3DTKE runs, PBL-height data are divided for overland (thicker PBL)
and overwater (thinner PBL) air masses. PBL heights inferred from ALAR flights are single data points obtained from vertical profiles.
Data from ALAR are shown in gray; WRF simulations using the MYNN, 3DTKE, and EEPS schemes are shown in blue, light purple,
and red, respectively. Each row represents one of our four land-use-data1surface-layer-scheme combinations, which are named in the
right-center column. Each box shows the first quartile, median, and third quartile of the data from each flight, and the whiskers and circles
show the remaining data. Any data points more than 1.5 times the IQR outside the IQR are shown as circles beyond the extent of the
whiskers. Otherwise, the whiskers span the entire range from each respective flight or WRF simulation. Versions of this figure using data
from the larger WRF domains are nearly identical.
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FIG. 5. Box-and-whisker plots showing TKE from our flights (gray) and from the model simulations (blue, light pur-
ple, and red, similar to Fig. 4). Gold diamonds represent the mean TKE along the flight track. The four box-and-
whisker plots for each color of WRF data represent the TKE calculated from the four nested domains of each simula-
tion, from our outermost domain (d01; 9-km grid resolution) to our innermost domain (d04; 333 m) from left to right
for each of the flight days. Measurements for which the aircraft was above the boundary layer have been excluded, as
have measurements for which the plane was outside the extent of the innermost domain.
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The effects of changing the land-use and surface layer
schemes are less noticeable with the other two PBL schemes,
though it does appear that the MYNN surface layer scheme
might produce less subgrid TKE with the NLCD land use than

with the MODIS land use, in particular, for coarser domains.
One possibility for this modeled decrease in simulated TKE
could be that while there are larger urban roughness values in
NLCD, the finer resolution also allows for more representation

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but focusing on subgrid TKE instead of total TKE, i.e., removing the resolved TKE from Fig. 5.
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of the lower-roughness suburban and rural areas upwind, lower-
ing the overall TKE. Another possibility is that the varied surfa-
ces in NLCD allow for different meteorology above the city}
such as a greater extent of cloud cover than with MODIS}
decreasing total energy in the system.

In addition to analyzing WRF TKE along the simulated
flight tracks of ALAR, we also compute vertical profiles of
subgrid TKE and the vertical exchange coefficient (Kz) as
area averages. These area averages are calculated at each
model height for all domains over the horizontal extent of the
innermost domain. Kz is obtained directly from WRF simula-
tion output, specifically the variable “EXCH_H” for the
MYNN and EEPS schemes and “XKHV” for the 3DTKE
scheme. For the TKE schemes without explicit scale aware-
ness, it takes the form of Kz5 sL

�������

TKE
√

, where s is a stability
function and L is a length scale. For the 3DTKE scheme, it
takes a similar form but includes grid resolution considera-
tions in the blending of the mesoscale and LES limits of the
length scale (Zhang et al. 2018). Figure 7 shows these area
averages from model configurations 01–03 (all MODIS-land-
MYNN-surface simulations) as profiles, where the value at

each pressure level is shown for the average height for that
pressure level. We also separate the area averages into two
gridcell types, computing the averages over land and over wa-
ter distinctly.

In the subgrid TKE profiles of Fig. 7, we see the scale aware-
ness of the 3DTKE scheme with lower values of subgrid TKE in
the smaller-scale domains, particularly at the lower altitudes in
each profile. We can also see a slight scale-aware aspect to the
exchange coefficients in the MYNN simulations.

These profiles also give some insight as to why the EEPS re-
sults generally fail to match observations from ALAR. Within
the EEPS simulations of Fig. 7, the surface-level subgrid TKE ap-
pears mostly in line with surface-level TKE from the simulations
using the other PBL schemes, but the subgrid TKE from EEPS
drops very quickly with increasing altitude, in contrast to the pro-
files from the other two schemes. This drop-off is particularly
pronounced in the gray-zone-resolution domains, approaching
near zero just a couple hundred meters above the model surface,
both over land and over water. The larger amounts of resolved
TKE do not sufficiently compensate for the near-zero subgrid
TKE values in these domains. The EEPS scheme still performs

FIG. 7. Area-average profiles from WRF at 1830 UTC (1330 local time for RF1 and RF2; 1430 LT for RF4) for the (left) vertical ex-
change coefficient and (right) subgrid TKE for all RFs (separated by row) using MODIS land-use data and the MYNN surface layer
scheme (model configurations 01–03). The color scheme matches that of previous figures. Dashed lines represent area averages over wa-
ter-surface grid points in the extent of our innermost domain, and solid lines represent the same but over land surface grid points.
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moderately well in our outer two domains (3- and 9-km resolu-
tions), providing a partial match to previous evidence of strong
performance with model simulations using a single 3-km grid do-
main (Zhang et al. 2020).

The exchange coefficients within the EEPS simulation also
tend to remain near zero through the entire height of the
model atmosphere instead of reaching a maximum in the mid-
to lower levels of the PBL as it does with the other schemes.
The EEPS scheme does produce noticeably nonzero coeffi-
cients, but only a moderate maximum in our outermost do-
main and a relatively strong maximum specifically over water
in our innermost domain. These qualities of the EEPS PBL
scheme are consistent across all flight days and all surface
configurations.

As shown in Fig. 7, the 3DTKE results are also consistent
across all flight days and all surface configurations. This consis-
tency in the 3DTKE profiles is in slight contrast to the greater
variability from TKE along the flight track itself (Figs. 5 and 6)
comparing across surface schemes for a given flight. Two clear
atypical cases are RF4-02, the MODIS-MYNN surface config-
uration, and RF2-05, the MODIS-MM5 configuration, with
the third possible exception being for RF1-11, the NLCD-
MYNN configuration. For all three cases, the modeled PBL
height (Fig. 4, right column) is noticeably different for these
exception surface combinations than for the other three com-
binations on that day. Consequently, between RF2 and RF4,
the simulations where 3DTKE significantly overestimates sub-
grid TKE in the coarser domains also overestimate PBL
heights. While there is no clear explanation for why RF4-02
has more consistent TKE across domains for RF4 than the
other three surface configurations or why RF1-11 has increas-
ing TKE for finer domains, the RF2-05 case is readily explain-
able based on the spatial distribution of high TKE in the RF2
3DTKE simulations (regardless of surface and land use). In
those WRF runs, there is an area of high TKE immediately
north of New York City (not shown) in contrast to much lower
TKE around most of the city itself. This highlights the impor-
tance of the spatial distribution of the turbulence and shows
that differences in the location of the measurements can signif-
icantly change the sampled TKE.

c. TKE partition

Figure 8 shows the fraction of total TKE that is directly re-
solved by WRF in the 1- and 333-m-resolution domains, taken
along the ALAR flight tracks within the extent of our inner-
most domain. As expected, this ratio is largest for the domain
with the highest resolution, due to the model’s ability to re-
solve more and smaller turbulent eddies. This expected pat-
tern holds true whether the subgrid TKE remains roughly
constant across resolutions or decreases in a scale-aware sys-
tem. The decrease in subgrid TKE in the scale-aware 3DTKE
PBL scheme should cause this partition ratio to rise more
than in non-scale-aware PBL schemes, and we see this in the
comparison with the MYNN and 3DTKE results. Notably, re-
solved TKE accounts for less than 20% of the total TKE
along at least 80% of each flight path, even in our 333-m grid-
resolution domain, again with the exceptions of the three RF4

3DTKE simulations that also had strong high bias for the
wind speed.

For RF1 and RF2, we can also see a general increase in the
TKE ratio when using the MM5 surface layer scheme when
compared to the MYNN surface layer scheme. The 3DTKE
PBL scheme seems to show the pattern the most consistently,
with one exception in the EEPS results and two with MYNN.
For MYNN and 3DTKE, this pattern also affects our 333-m
domain more than the 1-km domain, providing a greater dif-
ference in ratios between the two resolutions, and showing
the impact of the choice of surface layer scheme in the TKE
partition. The RF4 ratios do not show a consistent difference
between the two surface layer schemes.

The partition ratios for our EEPS simulations are signifi-
cantly greater than those from the other two PBL schemes.
These large values are driven by both more resolved TKE
and near-zero subgrid TKE as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. As before, this pattern holds true regardless of which
surface type data and surface layer scheme are used.

d. Simulating Manhattan TKE

As we have discussed, the overall performance of the
MYNN PBL scheme in reproducing the observed TKE along
the flight path is mostly satisfactory in aggregate, with the
mean, median, and range of MYNN-simulated TKE closely
matching the observations (e.g., Fig. 5). Indeed, Fig. 9 (scat-
terplots of simulated versus observed TKE) clearly shows that
for MYNN, the predicted total TKE falls mostly around the
1:1 line when compared with the observations along the flight
tracks. For all MYNN simulations, the TKE from our inner-
most domain has a bias (model minus observations) of
20.18 m2 s22 and an RMSE of 0.68 m2 s22; the next two do-
mains have similar if slightly larger values for both statistics.
In addition, it shows that this is the case for different surface
types as the model can clearly differentiate measurements
taken over water (blue), over low-rise urban and suburban
(green), and over the Hudson River directly downwind of
Manhattan (red), which means that the general spatial distri-
bution of the TKE is also well reproduced. We can also di-
rectly see the increase in TKE from the 3DTKE scheme
(mean bias from20.32 to10.03 m2 s22) and decrease in TKE
from the EEPS scheme (mean bias from20.44 to20.67 m2 s22)
as we go from the 333-m domain to the 3-km domain, as noted
earlier. Importantly, we can see that not all measurements down-
wind of Manhattan are equally well reproduced and that a few
points with very high observed TKE stand as outliers that the
model cannot simulate. The mean bias per panel for the Hudson
transect points in Fig. 9 range from 20.41 to 21.03 m2 s22 with
RMSE values from 0.94 to 1.37 m2 s22. Contrast this mismatch
in TKE immediately downwind of Manhattan to the correspond-
ing statistics for TKE values over water, with mean biases
from 10.06 to 20.51 m2 s22 and RSME values from 0.51 to
0.80 m2 s22.

To better understand the origin of these high TKE observa-
tions, Fig. 10 shows observed and modeled TKE as a function
of height and latitude along the flight track immediately
downwind of Manhattan for RF1, that is, the multiple passes
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FIG. 8. Box-and-whisker plots showing the partition ratio within our model simulations (blue, magenta, and red, as
in Fig. 4) for our two innermost domains (1 km on the left and 333 m on the right in each pairing) taken along the
ALAR flight tracks within the extent of our innermost domain. Partition ratio is defined here as the amount of re-
solved TKE divided by the total (resolved1 subgrid) TKE.
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over the Hudson River shown in Fig. 1a and the red points in
Fig. 9. Figures 11 and 12 show the same as Fig. 10, but from
RF2 and RF4, respectively. The discussion here will focus on
RF1, as RF2 and RF4 respectively show partially or signifi-
cantly weaker TKE increases from Manhattan based on the
observed winds. For all RFs, the maximum values of TKE
generally occur at lower altitudes between 40.78 and 40.88N.

The maximum observed TKE values correspond directly to
downtown Manhattan, which has roughly 100 buildings that
are at least 200 m tall with several over 500 m tall, meaning
we are observing the small-scale turbulent eddies behind these
very tall buildings. The much larger building impacts on the
observations for RF1 relative to the other two RFs are likely
caused by the stronger winds as compared to the other two days
(Fig. 4). Also, due to the lack of subgrid TKE simulated within
the EEPS scheme in our gray-zone-resolution domains, we will
focus on the other two schemes for this analysis.

Neither the MYNN PBL scheme nor the 3DTKE PBL
scheme produces TKE values immediately downwind of
Manhattan as high as the observed values from ALAR, in
particular, for RF1 when the building-induced turbulence is
significant in our measurements. This local mismatch implies
that the generally good matches across the entire flight path
(e.g., Fig. 5) are more influenced by TKE above low-rise
urban, suburban, and rural areas with lower surface roughness,
as the simulated TKE downwind of the very tall buildings was
considerably underestimated for both WRF schemes. The
MYNN PBL scheme tends to produce more TKE in the Man-
hattan downwind region (especially for the lowest altitudes)
than the 3DTKE scheme does, with the MODIS-MYNN sur-
face configuration (Fig. 10b) producing TKE values very similar

to those from observations through most of the curtain, except
for the lower altitudes immediately downwind of Manhattan.
Even if the MYNN scheme does not produce TKE values
above 2 m2 s22 in any of these simulations, it mostly places its
highest TKE values in the lower altitudes between 40.78 and
40.88N. The lowest values in the MYNN PBL simulations also
tend to occur at higher altitudes near the northern and southern
edges of the curtains, which is a good match to TKE from ob-
servations. The 3DTKE PBL simulations show a weaker verti-
cal gradient in TKE values than the MYNN simulations do, and
only with the NLCD-MYNN surface configuration (Fig. 10i)
does the 3DTKE PBL scheme seem to produce a noticeable
maximum at lower altitudes downwind of Manhattan. It ap-
pears that the MYNN scheme is responding to the general tur-
bulence created by the larger New York metropolitan area
better than the 3DTKE scheme is, even though neither PBL
scheme is fully capturing the impacts from Manhattan’s very
tall buildings.

Looking at the effect of our surface configurations on the
TKE results also for RF1, we again see that the combination
of the 3DTKE PBL scheme with the MM5 surface layer
scheme (Figs. 10e,g) produces results significantly below the
observed TKE values downwind of NYC for the innermost
domain (333-m grid resolution). The choice of the surface
layer scheme has much less effect on MYNN PBL simula-
tions, though we can see some decrease in the resulting TKE
between the MODIS-MYNN simulation (Fig. 10b) and the
MODIS-MM5 simulation (Fig. 10d).

Comparing results from MODIS land-use simulations to
NLCD land use, there is a negligible change of TKE in some
cases and an overall decrease from NLCD in others. As the

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of total TKE from the three innermost domains (333-m grid size in d04 to 3 km in d02) of all WRF simulations in
this study, including the three days and all configurations, separated by PBL scheme, as a function of the observed TKE along the flight
paths. Red points represent TKE from our transects over the Hudson River, i.e., from 40.68 to 40.98N; green represents all other points
over land, and blue represents all other points over open water. The one-to-one line is shown (thick solid) with 60.5 and 61 m2 s22 as
dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
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more heterogeneous nature of the NLCD surface categoriza-
tion and the larger values for surface roughness in the urban
categories both would suggest an increase in turbulence in the
atmosphere above and downwind of NYC, this negligible to
negative change was unexpected. This issue was discussed
previously in section 4b (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6) where we saw this
decrease in TKE from MODIS to NLCD for MYNN PBL
scheme simulations. For the RF1 MYNN PBL cases with
NLCD shown here (Figs. 9f,h), the decrease in overall TKE
could be due to an increase in cloud cover in the simulations,
reducing the energy flux into the system and thus depressing
TKE, as well as the presence of less urban areas upwind of
the city.

Notably, while these NLCD simulations have an overall de-
crease in TKE across the curtains, the TKE immediately down-
wind of Manhattan (i.e., center region lower levels of each
curtain) is similar to or greater than the TKE in the same area
for the MODIS simulations. Similarly, across these lower alti-
tudes, the relative increase in TKE due to Manhattan is gener-
ally more pronounced in the NLCD simulations. This local

difference suggests that the increased heterogeneity and larger
roughness values are producing the expected greater TKE lo-
cally, even while the TKE values at higher altitudes and farther
from the city are decreasing because of the increase in cloud
cover and the more heterogeneous upwind areas.

We have also conducted several WRF simulations using a
modification of the NLCD land-use data where we increased
the surface roughness of the urban categories by roughly 25%
to test if this change had any noticeable effect on the TKE
produced (not shown). While some of these simulations showed
a small increase in TKE, others showed a small decrease. Even
in the cases with increases, the change was insignificant com-
pared to the difference between the WRF-simulated TKE
and the TKE from observations, particularly immediately
downwind of Manhattan. As such, the WRF land-use cate-
gorization alone is not able to account for the observed
high TKE immediately downwind of Manhattan, and likely
a more explicit representation of the buildings in the model
would be needed to account for the building-induced
turbulence.

FIG. 10. Curtain plots of total TKE from RF1 in our innermost domain (333-m grid resolution) from the (center) MYNN and (right)
3DTK WRF simulations with all surface combinations. Each circle represents one of the 1 min data points from transects flown over the
Hudson River. For reference, the borough of Manhattan spans roughly 40.78–40.88N, i.e., the middle one-third of each plot, marked here
with dashed vertical lines. Several points in the (left) observations have TKE well above 3 m2 s22, with the color bar here capped to show
as many features as possible among the various curtains.
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The above discussion comparing schemes and land-use clas-
sification also generally holds true for RF2 and RF4 (Figs. 11
and 12), but with generally lower values of observed TKE, in-
dicating that the building-induced turbulence is much less sig-
nificant, and so the WRF simulations more successfully match
the observations. The WRF-simulated TKE from RF4 is quite
similar to observations, even in the low altitudes between
40.78 and 40.88N. The overall lower TKE values that allow for
this match, however, are likely because of the wind direction,
which in RF4 is southeasterly instead of more directly easterly
in the other two flights (Fig. 1), as well as generally lower
wind speeds. Taken together, these two facts about the RF4
winds result in less production turbulence due to Manhattan’s
buildings and slower advection of the turbulence to the flight
positions over the Hudson River, relative to the other two
flights.

5. Summary and conclusions

We investigated the ability to simulate boundary layer turbu-
lence in the "gray zone" in a complex urban–water interface,
as well as the impacts of the building-induced turbulence.
We tested three different WRF PBL schemes combined
with several model surface configurations by comparing

with observations from three separate research aircraft flights
over New York City.

We found that the commonly used MYNN PBL scheme
simulates TKE values that generally agree the best with the
observed values, including at the gray zone resolutions we
tested (333 m and 1 km). On the other hand, the EEPS PBL
scheme consistently underestimates total TKE and the SMS-
3DTKE PBL scheme varies, often producing similar results to
the MYNN PBL scheme but also significantly overestimating
TKE in the simulations where it also overestimates PBL
height. For all schemes tested, as we increase model resolu-
tion from mesoscale to gray zone scale, we observed that the
resolved TKE is larger as the resolution increases due to the
model being able to resolve smaller eddies, as expected. Con-
sequently, the total TKE (subgrid plus resolved) tends to be
larger at higher resolution for the more traditional mesoscale
PBL scheme MYNN. To mitigate this double-counting effect,
the scale-aware SMS-3DTKE scheme attempts to compensate
the production of resolved TKE by reducing the subgrid TKE
using a partition function that depends on the grid resolution.
However, its internal partition function appears to be too se-
vere, as it reduces subgrid TKE faster than resolved TKE in-
creases at higher resolution. In addition, the resolved TKE
accounts for less than 20% of the total TKE along at least

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for RF2, with adjusted color scale.
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80% of each flight path in our 333-m grid resolution and
much less at 1-km resolution for the MYNN and SMS-
3DTKE boundary layer schemes, demonstrating that the gray
zone issue can play a significant role at 333-m resolution and
should not be overlooked.

Overall, the choice of the surface layer scheme does not
show a very noticeable impact on the total TKE produced
by the PBL schemes. The partition ratios tend to be margin-
ally larger at the finest resolution when using the MM5
surface layer scheme when compared with the MYNN sur-
face layer scheme. More noticeably, the choice of land-use
classification impacts the results by producing less subgrid
TKE with NLCD than with the MODIS land use, in particu-
lar, for coarser domains. This is readily explainable by the
fact that the more resolved, heterogeneous, finer-resolution
NLCD dataset also includes more lower-roughness sub-
urban and rural areas upwind. However, while the NLCD
land use decreases the total TKE, thus worsening overall
agreement with the observations, we argue that the improved
spatial distribution in NLCD also improves spatial features
observed in the TKE along the flight path, indicating that
better resolved land-use classifications might be a step
forward in improving TKE predictions in complex surface
scenarios.

In contrast, the EEPS PBL scheme exhibits a significant un-
derestimation of total TKE and vertical exchange coefficient.
The parameterized subgrid TKE along the flight paths falls to
near zero in model domains with grid resolution well within
gray zone scales, partially due to the vertical distribution of
TKE. The scheme also produces much greater resolved TKE,
showing relatively high ratios of about 80% on average. These
results may seem in contrast to the originally published EEPS
scheme results (Zhang et al. 2020). However, we note that the
scheme was originally tested at 3-km spatial resolution, out-
side of the gray zone, and that our results support better per-
formance of this scheme at coarser resolutions. The fact that
the EEPS scheme does not perform as expected at the gray
zone resolutions acts as a cautionary tale about using models
outside the range for which they were developed and were
known to perform well. As such, the burden of awareness of
the model performance characteristics lies with the user.

Although WRF generally produces a good match to TKE
from observations over most of the flight path (e.g., over rural
and suburban areas, with particularly good matching over
water), it produces a low bias in TKE immediately downwind
(;1–2 km) of the very tall buildings of Manhattan, mostly in
the model layers closest to the rooftops and when the wind
speed is strong enough to cause significant building-induced

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, but for RF4, with adjusted color scale.
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turbulence. This result implies that building-resolving LES
simulations (Muñoz-Esparza et al. 2020, 2021; Wiersema et al.
2022) may be needed to better capture building effects. How-
ever, urban canopy models, in combination with high-resolution
land-use and urban morphology data (Brousse et al. 2016;
Nadimpalli et al. 2022), might also be an alternative to a
more explicit building-induced turbulence representation. A
valuable follow-up to this paper would be to examine how
the differences between PBL schemes shown here translate
to pollutant dispersion and mixing.
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